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Police have named the man who died in a helicopter crash in Marlborough on Friday.  

He is believed to be Ian John Simcox, aged 65 of Blenheim. The identity cannot be confirmed until the 

formal identification process is complete. However, Simcox owned the Robinson 44 helicopter involved in 

the crash, and was known to be in the area to work on his bach.  

A police dive squad recovered the body from the water this afternoon.  

The Civil Aviation Authority would be dealing with the helicopter, Tasman police spokeswoman Barbara 

Dunn said. 

A witness to the crash said the helicopter did a "big nose dive" after getting its skids caught on power lines. 

The accident happened at French Pass, near D'Urville Island, Marlborough. Police received reports about 

the crash at 5.20pm on Friday. 

The skipper of a fishing boat, who would not be named, said he watched as the white helicopter flew 

overhead and collided with the power lines on the northeast side of French Pass. 

 "It [the helicopter] was flying level and it just nose-dived." 

He recalled thinking "that's way too steep" to be a normal flying manoeuvre. The helicopter disappeared 

behind a small ridge and crashed into the sea, he said. 

Boats in the area came across debris in about 10m of water. A local paua diver located the body inside the 

submerged wreckage. 
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The skipper of the fishing boat, who was familiar with the area, described the power lines as a "death trap" 

and "an accident waiting to happen". 

They were unmarked and difficult to see. "It's absolutely no surprise that someone has flown into those 

wires. 

"It was an accident waiting to happen and has happened." 

POWER RESTORED 

The severed power line was isolated and power restored by mid-afternoon for the 46 Marlborough Lines 

customers affected by the crash. 

Managing director Ken Forrest said staff had been at the site in the French Pass since sunrise on Saturday. 

The helicopter hit and broke one of three lines about 300 feet above the water, which supplied power to the 

island. 

It had been operational since 1974, and was constructed in accordance with all planning criteria, including 

with that of the Civil Aviation Authority, Forrest said. 



They were considered to be below the minimum required flying height and were marked on all aviation 

maps, he said. 

"The line, or the conductor was unmarked, but the poles either side are painted with red and white stripes". 

According to the authority, the minimum height an aircraft could operate away from a city, town or settlement 

was 500ft.  

The helicopter hit the wires on the island side of the French Pass, and appeared to be close to the island, 

Forrest said. 

The crash had been a real tragedy, he said. 

 


